Tam is going to take a trip
Going to – plans

1. Match them up!
Match the words with the definitions.
a trip
a rocket ship
the moon
to build
a view
to make a plan
to wake up
a dream

a type of spaceship
the round object that moves around our planet
when you go somewhere, usually for a short time, and come back
to decide what to do and how to do it
what you see in your head when you’re sleeping
what you can see when you stand somewhere and look around
to make something by putting things together, like a house
to stop sleeping

2. Choose the answer!
Listen to the grammar chant. Circle the correct answer.
a.

He’s going to build a rocket

b.

He’s going to fly it to the

c.

He’s going to build it good and

d.

He’s going to take some

e.

Are you going to

f.

Tam is going to make a

g.

We’re going to

h.

When I wake up from this great

.
.

car / ship / saucer

stars / sun / moon
tall / big / strong

.

pets / friends / teachers

along.
there too?
.

fly / walk / swim

copy / list / plan

it blue and green.

paint / wash / draw

.

idea / dream / sleep
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3. What’s the order?
Put the words in the correct order.
a.

start

going to

We’re

next week.

swimming lessons

We’re going to start swimming lessons next week.
b.

going to

c.

after dinner.

d.

for a new phone

e.

online later?

f.

going to

g.
h.

is
for my next test!

She’s

a firefighter

going to
ask

basketball
I’m

be

going to
He’s

going to
I’m

my parents
you

at the weekend.
next?

study

be

They’re

for my birthday.

his grandmother
play

she grows up.

What game
going to

when
play
going to
Are
call
he
hard

4. Write and draw!
What are you going to do tomorrow or at the weekend? Write about your
plans and draw a picture!
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